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Use: Present multi fatnily dwelling

Original multi family dwelling

DESGIPTION

Date 1908

Source Water Records

style Queen Anne/Colonial Revival
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3GS QUADRANGLE Organizatica T y1er Pa r k Ne ighbo rho o d
Association

:KE Date December, 1986



NATIONAL REGISTER CRITERIA STATEMENT: This building is an integral
part of the proposed Tyler Park historic district.

ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE

This type of two-family structure, though built with some frequency
on the side streets, is somewhat unique on Westford Street, where,
except for the Copley Apartments on the corner of Tyler Park and
Westford Streets, the tendency was to build either single family
dwellings or two family housing designed to resemble single family
dwellings with gable or gambel roofs. The form, however, is common
for single family houses in the area, with symmetrical octagonal
bays flanking slightly indented entries at a first floor porch.
This building adds a common second floor porch (columns appear to be
modern replacements of probably more ornate originals), and gives
each side access. Queen Anne elements common to the area include the
high, ashlar, granite foundation and the chamfered corner with
overhanging cornice. The Nutting windows however, are Colonial
Revival in stylistic reference.

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE

Before 1874, the area west of Foster Street was part of Chelmsford.
It was primarily agricultural, with a few scattered farms on the
open and wooded land. By the late 1880s however, pressure from
expanding Lowell caused the subdivision of the land into suburban
house lots. The wide strip north of Westford and east of Pine

Streets however, the property of the Damon family, remained
relatively open. Two houses appear on the map of 1896 on Westford
St. were owned by the Ryan family, which had lived in the
neighborhood since 1885. This structure, built in 1908, was probably

intended as a rental property. In 1917 it was occupied by Daniel and

James Foye, a hotel worker and conductor, John Walsh, conductor and
Edwin Sleeper, who worked at the U.S. Cigar Co.
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